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Moderator Douglas W. Brooks: Good afternoon. This session is called, “Revisions to the Minimum Continuing Capital
and Surplus Requirements (MCCSR).” The agenda for this session is as follows: I will be giving a few introductory
comments. Brian Taylor will be talking about the work that his subcommittee has done, particularly on risk pass-through
products. Similarly, Ben Meckler will be talking about the work that his subcommittee has been doing on lapse risk and
mortality. Allan Brender will talk about how the Office of the Superintendent of Financial Institutions (OSFI) is taking
all of this wonderful input and actually making changes to the MCCSR, and we hope there will be time for questions
and answers at the end.

Here is just a brief background on the work of the Committee on Risk and Capital. A lot of the work is done in support
of OSFI in proposing changes to MCCSR and in helping OSFI do background research and work. Obviously, MCCSR
requirements and its structure is a regulatory concern belonging to OSFI, but the Canadian Institute of Actuaries has been
trying to assist from a technical resource point of view in coming up with changes that make sense both technically and
for the industry. You will hear more from Brian and Ben about the work that they have been doing in support of OSFI.

Separately, the Canadian Life and Health Insurance Association (CLHIA) has also had involvement with OSFI with
respect to participating (par) products. Allan will talk about the work on par products when he later talks about the
changes that OSFI is intending to make for this year in the MCCSR. Other pieces on which the committee is working
include a joint committee with the Committee on Life Insurance Financial Reporting (CLIFR) to look at the total balance
sheet position, given the current standards on the actuarial side for actuarial liabilities and the current MCCSR require-
ments. This will likely lead to further work in refining either the liability requirements or the capital requirements. We
are also doing some work to provide actuaries with good guidance around structure and content of dynamic capital
adequacy testing (DCAT) reports. You have likely heard some of Al Brender’s concerns about DCAT reporting.

Without further ado, I will hand this session over to Brian Taylor who will talk about the work of his subcommittee.

Mr. Brian John Taylor: Thanks, Doug. Hi, everybody. I know everybody is interested in hearing what Allan has to say,
and so I hope that I can get through this fairly quickly.

I will give you a little bit of background on the work that our subcommittee did in support of OSFI on risk pass-through
products. Then, I will talk about the first proposal that our subcommittee put out, some of the feedback that we got from
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the survey, some of the changes that were made to that proposal, and the resulting final proposal that we gave to OSFI
just a short time ago. Then, I will wrap this up.

Before I get too far along, I want to thank the subcommittee members – Dan Doyle, Doug Brooks, Stephen Haist, and
John Manistre, as well as Allan, Helmut Engels, Jean-Guy Lapointe, and Sylvain St. Georges from the regulators, who
also helped with all this work.

For those who aren’t aware, risk pass-through products are general fund products where the policyholder returns are
influenced by the performance of a benchmark indicator or a group of assets, and for which a well-executed investment
strategy will result in very minimal residual risk of loss to the company. We had first defined three categories of risk
pass-through products. Shortly after the beginning of the work, we decided to lump them into two natural groups. These
are index-linked universal life (UL) and index-linked annuities, which we tackled, and participating products, which
we left to the industry groups, specifically the Canadian Life and Health Insurance Association (CLHIA).

The key issues involved with the risk pass-through products are:

• C-1 requirement for equities = 15%

• C-1 requirement for synthetics = 0.5%-2%

• C-1 and C-3 requirement unrelated to risk

The last one is the key one. The current C-1 and C-3 requirements really were not reflective of the extent of risk being
taken by companies. This can be either positive or negative in terms of companies that are well matched, perhaps having
too much capital, and companies that weren’t well matched, being undercapitalized. To give an idea of materiality, at
the end of 2000, the CLHIA did a quick survey of numerous insurance companies in Canada and came up with some
numbers. As ballpark figures, there were about three billion dollars worth of index-linked UL liabilities and about 650
million dollars on the index-linked annuity side. If it is anything like my pension plan statements now, that number
has dropped down substantially over the last 18 months, but that was where it was at the end of 2000.

The approach that the committee took was very simple. Basically, we looked at a portfolio of assets, and, going back
to your basic statistics, looked at what the correlation could be between the assets side and the liability side, and what
the standard deviations were, etc. We wanted to be consistent with the 15% capital requirement for equities, but we never
really reviewed the appropriateness of the factor.

So, I will step right into the original proposal that we came up with. I won’t go through all the areas; they are in your
handouts. Some of the key aspects were about increasing the synthetic equity requirements to be consistent with a natural
underlying equity because we felt that they were very similar in terms of the risk profiles. Then, all the risk pass-through
assets, the assets that are supporting the risk pass-through liabilities, were eligible for a proposed capital reduction based
on the extent of the correlation or the extent of the matching that they had to the liabilities. We see some of the criteria
on the slide:

Three new C-1 levels based on qualitative and quantitative (r) criteria:

1. Base of 15%

2. Level 1 (r > 75%) reduction to 7.5%

3. Level 2 (r > 95%) reduction to 3%

The final proposed requirement at that time was C-1 constructs and so it was merely a modification to the C-1
requirements as opposed to a C-3 requirement, which are some other aspects of the proposal.

The end result is that, if everything else is the same, synthetic equities would now have a slightly higher capital
requirement than for the underlying equities. This is to reflect the additional risk that is not passed through to the end
policyholder. These are such things as the C-1 risk on the fixed income instruments associated with a synthetic strategy –
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if they weren’t using Government of Canada bonds – as well as the counter-party risk associated with any swaps or
derivatives that were used.

The original proposal came out in September and it was disseminated via the website as well as at the Seminar for the
Appointed Actuary in the fall. Then, with the help of the CLHIA, a survey was conducted afterwards to solicit ideas
about the impact, as well as to get qualitative feedback. There was a lot of feedback, but the four main themes that came
back are these:

• Reduction for partial hedging not provided

• Capital volatility

• The 80% reduction for Level 1 not enough

• The Canadian Asset Liability Method (CALM) results an unfair double hit

The first theme is about the reduction for partial hedging not being provided. Some companies felt that if they had $100
million of liabilities and they were well matched on $50 million, they should get the full risk reduction on that $50
million and then have an additional capital requirement on the portion on which they weren’t hedged.

The next issue was the capital volatility issue because the first approach was a tiered approach. There were concerns that
stock market volatility or changes in their investment strategy would result in large amounts of capital volatility as a result
of switching tiers. The next one is about the reduction not being, perhaps, aggressive enough. The final aspect was about
the CALM resulting in, perhaps, an unfair double hit (i.e., If there is a negative tracking error on the assets, strengthening
of reserves may be required as well as, perhaps, an increase in capital).

We looked particularly at the capital volatility issue, as well as the extent of the reduction issue. Those were some of
the key drivers in the work that followed the proposal and in working with OSFI to modify the proposal.

Other input that we looked at was the work of the American Academy of Actuaries (AAA) Life Capital Adequacy
Subcommittee. They had put out a paper for capital requirements in the US on a very similar product. They call them
“separate account products.” Their approach was basically a correlation standard deviation measure, but it only looked
at the downside risk. The ideas were very similar to ours, but the US approach was driven by a couple of differences
between the Canadian market and the US market. From talking to a couple of the members of the subcommittee, I gather
that one of the issues that drove it is that there is a high prevalence of companies in the US that are interested in using
pinpointed call option usage to try to outperform the index. There are times when they would suddenly outperform
the index by 100 basis points (bp), or 200 bp, or something like that. That is what led them to go with the downside-
only measure.

With all that input, the subcommittee worked from January through until May with OSFI and modified the proposal
somewhat. Some of the details are here. Again, the non-pass-through risk on C-1 on fixed income instruments as well
as counter-party risk on synthetic strategies was still intended to be in addition to the requirement. The new proposal
was positioned more as a C-3 construct to reflect the true nature of the risk. It is an Asset/Liability management (ALM)
type of risk, a mismatch type of risk.

We also changed the quantitative/qualification criteria to the formula in order to overcome some of the deficiencies of
the correlation calculation. We changed the grid slightly so that now there are four levels of C-3 proposed to be required
for these risks. The levels are:

• Base of 15%

• Level 1 (r > 75%) reduction to 8%

• Level 2 (r > 95%) reduction to 4%

• Level 3 (r > 98%) reduction to 2%
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In addition, we had conversations with Helmut Engels and OSFI about the merits of considering a very low capital
requirement for a situation where there is a very strong match, evidenced by both the qualitative criteria strategy process
that is in place, as well as the quantitative criteria. The top-level criteria is a reduction to a 2% capital requirement. The
proposal would have these requirements take the place of the current C-3 requirements as opposed to being “in addition
to” or being a C-1 requirement.

I will pass the session over to Ben now, who will talk about some of the other aspects on the lapse risk, mortality, etc.

Mr. Ben Meckler: Good afternoon, everyone. As Doug mentioned earlier, I intend to give you an outline of the activities
of our MCCSR Review Subcommittee, for which I am the chairperson. For our agenda, we will give a bit of history
regarding our subcommittee, followed by more detailed discussions of our review of the negative reserve and lapse-risk
components, and the current status of the mortality factor review.

Before I go ahead, I should just note that the name of our subcommittee is a bit of shorthand. It is not just MCCSR;
it also entails the Test of Adequacy of Assets in Canada and Margin Requirements (TAAM) and the Capital Adequacy
Requirements (CAR) rules, which, of course, have similar issues and considerations.

In the spring of 2001, our group had a few brainstorming sessions. We identified a laundry list of hot topics where we
felt the current rules should be revisited. These were presented in a preliminary report to OSFI back in May 2001, which
was first reviewed with Allan Brender, and then brought up at the CLHIA Committee on Capital Adequacy and Solvency
in July. In total, there were ten items on our list. We don’t have time in this session to go through each one, but the
list includes such things as negative reserve and lapses, mortality risk, the relationship with C-3, the correlation, C-1
requirements, and tax rates on untaxed gains. So, they do cover a variety of aspects of the capital rules.

The general feedback that we received from both OSFI and the CLHIA can best be summarized by the caution: “Proceed
slowly!” It is difficult to get everyone’s attention on so many issues at one time, nevermind trying to get a detailed analysis,
and, ultimately, trying to achieve consensus. The message was clear – pick your top priorities. In addition, OSFI also
felt that some issues had more meat and substance from an actuarial perspective, and those, potentially, could be the areas
where we, as a committee, could offer some added value. So, taking these valid comments into account, we first went
for negative reserves and lapses, and then for mortality risk.

Let us briefly review the current rules for negative reserves and lapses. These rules were introduced back in 1997 with
a grading-in period. This was after a joint task force involving the CLHIA, the CIA, and the regulators studied the matter.

Well, the current rules call for negative reserves calculated on a per policy basis, plus Cash Surrender Value (CSV)
deficiencies done in aggregate by major block to be subtracted from available capital in arriving at Tier 1. Then, there
is a partial add-back of these amounts in Tier 2. It is 75% of negative reserves that can be added back, up to a maximum
of 33% of Tier 1 capital, plus 75% of CSV deficiencies. In addition, there is an overall limit that Tier 2 capital cannot
exceed Tier 1 capital.

On the required side, we have a component for the lapse risk based on re-running the valuation with different
assumptions from duration six, and on. Where lapses hurt you, you are supposed to run the valuation with an additional
100 bp in the lapse assumption each year. With lapse-supported products, the valuation is re-run at 90%, or a 10%
reduction in your lapse assumption from duration six onwards.

For adjustable products, the valuations are re-run with only half of those factors. In other words, there is a 50-bp add-
on, or 95%, depending on whether lapses hurt you or help you.

Another key feature is that the lapse-risk component only applied to individual life business.

It was the view of our subcommittee that the current rules, while better than the pre-1997 situation, were, nonetheless,
fraught with a number of deficiencies. Now, don’t get me wrong. It is not my intent to give a scathing criticism of the
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work that was done five years ago. The reality is that there are often constraints preventing us from making sweeping
changes. But let us briefly review the deficiencies that we perceived.

The first is that there is a presumption that the negative reserves deal with the early duration lapses, whereas the required
lapse component deals exclusively with the risks at the later durations. The reality is that overlaps can and do occur.
It is not uncommon to see negative reserves for certain products at well into later policy durations, where we already
have a lapse component in the required capital. A typical case would be renewable term business. It can also occur with
certain disability plans, although we don’t have a required capital component there.

The second criticism that was levelled was that if the negative reserve deduction is meant to cover the so-called run-on-
the-bank scenario, it is not completely appropriate. Given that the method involves the calculation of negative reserves
at the policy level, it implicitly assumes that only those policies with the negative reserves are the ones that experience
the high lapses. It seems unlikely that policyholder behaviour would be that selective. Chances are, policyholders don’t
know if the reserves held by the insurance company are positive or negative. That is possibly the case even if the
policyholder is an actuary, and dare I say, even a regulator.

The next issue raised was that the current rules assume there is no short-term lapse risk if the negative reserve is eliminated
or drawn down. That, too, seems to be an oversimplification of how the risk operates. Even after the negative liability
is drawn down, there is presumably some additional risk of lapse.

The next complaint had to do with the somewhat arbitrary limits imposed within Tier 2C capital. This is particularly
damaging if you have hit your limit of 33% of Tier 1. You lose the full value of any additional negative reserves even
though the available had really only picked up the after-tax amount in retained earnings.

And there were more deficiencies with the current rule.

With the move to the Canadian asset/liability method last year, which is much more of a portfolio-based valuation, we
were concerned that per-policy negative reserves would not be readily available or even meaningful, and so, why have
capital rules which perpetuate the need for maintaining this capability?

We were also concerned that the lapse-risk requirement ought not be restricted to individual life business. The lapse risk
can occur as well with, say, individual disability products, particularly with ones that have a return-of-premium feature.

And lastly, we found it a bit odd that the lapse risk had to be covered by components of both the available and the
required. We thought it would be cleaner to have it all handled in one area.

We looked at a variety of alternatives. The regulators were clear with us that the impact on both individual companies
as well as the industry as a whole would have to be quantified before they would seriously consider any changes. So,
we worked together with the regulators to develop a survey. We asked for input on both the quantitative as well as the
qualitative and implementation considerations.

Now, at the time that we sent out the survey, which was in August 2001, it was becoming more and more clear that
OSFI was not going to implement any changes for that year. But we wanted to ensure that 2002 was achievable. OSFI
also indicated that companies would still largely be using their old valuation systems to approximate the CALM liabilities
for 2001, and so, presumably, the negative reserve determination would still be available for that year, potentially even
later.

Each of the four alternatives contemplated the elimination of the deduction and the partial add-back of the negative
reserve and CSV deficiency, but then, added an expanded capital requirement for lapses.

Now, as I mentioned, the survey was sent out in August. In the end, we received a reasonably good response rate,
covering more than 70% of companies based on assets.
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Let us review the four alternatives considered. Again, each of the alternatives called for the elimination of the negative
reserve and CSV deficiency deduction and the partial add-back.

Alternative A replaced the existing lapse component with one where the valuation was re-run with an additional 15%
added to your margin for adverse deviation (MfAD). So, if your Canadian GAAP valuation had, say, an MfAD of 12%
of your expected for lapse, the run to determine your lapse component would be based on the 12% plus 15% or 27%.
The difference between the 27% MfAD run and the 12% MfAD run would be your required capital. The additional MfAD
would apply at all durations for both individual life and health. To recognize adjustable business, the MfAD add-on
would be halved to 7.5%.

Alternative B was identical to Alternative A, but instead of 15% and 7.5%, we had doubled the factors to 30% and 15%,
respectively. You should know that we included Alternative B so that we could potentially calibrate the results. We didn’t
really know what the likely impact would be. We also knew that we only had, effectively, one kick at the can of the
survey.

The third and fourth alternatives built on the existing rules, but, in a way, extended them to the first five years.

Specifically, for Alternative C, for durations six and on, we had the existing rules. For durations one to five, we increased
the lapse rates by five percentage points in each year that it was more conservative to do so. For adjustable business, the
add-on was three-and-a-half percentage points.

Alternative D was the same as Alternative C except that the factors were doubled for the first five durations, and so, instead
of five or three-and-a-half percentage points, we had ten or seven percentage points.

Let us take a look at the responses we received. For those of you who are interested in the ranges and the averages of
the impacts of each of the alternatives, you can refer to the draft report we prepared and circulated at the end of December.
Incidentally, in order to preserve the confidentiality of the results, data collection was handled by the respective regulators,
and so our subcommittee really only saw the deltas and the ratios of the new-to-the-old MCCSRs.

Overall, it appeared that Alternative B was too harsh. On average, the resulting ratios were 20 percentage points lower,
and, in some cases, the new ratios were 50% to 60% of the old ratios. Clearly, it was not a popular alternative.

Alternative C, on the other hand, was, on average, a bit too generous. Alternatives A and D were reasonably close fits,
and this is where the comments we received were quite valuable. A large number of respondents felt that Alternatives
C and D were too difficult or cumbersome to apply. In fact, a small minority of companies chose not to submit for C
and D, while some others cautioned that they had to resort to crude approximations in order to complete their
submissions. The issue of simplicity was echoed in comments we heard at last year’s Seminar for the Appointed Actuary.
In addition, many respondents felt that Alternative A was indeed a close fit and it had the added advantage of being
consistent with the regular valuation – just simply a matter of changing the level of the MfAD.

We gleaned other valuable information from the comments we received. For example, we posed the question as to
whether there were blocks of business other than individual life and health where a 10% change in lapses resulted in
a material change in the statutory liabilities. Approximately 90% answered “no,” and so it wasn’t felt necessary to expand
the lapse component to other lines beyond life and health.

On the strength of the results and the comments we received, our subcommittee drafted a proposal that the regulators
should implement Alternative A. Of course, there were a few outlier companies where the new ratios were less than 95%
of the old ratios. However, we did discuss the situation with OSFI. Again, without compromising the identity of the
respondents, we determined that, in most of these cases, the absolute level of the ratios was still quite healthy and so
it didn’t seem to be a big issue.
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Getting back to the proposal, we asked for comments from the CIA membership by the end of January. Copies were
also sent to both the federal and the Québec regulators (IGIF). Frankly, we didn’t receive many remarks from the
membership, but that isn’t too surprising given the fact that we had already received some healthy comments in the survey
and we seemed to be following the consensus view.

Let us talk briefly about the reaction from the regulators. Both OSFI and IGIF like the proposal in principle. They liked
the linkage to CALM and they felt that the proposal was an improvement over the existing rules. However, both wanted
more time to do additional analysis for a couple of reasons: First, they wanted to consider this proposal in light of changes
last year of moving to CALM. Among other things, there were changes in the standards made to the range of the lapse
MfAD and how it would be applied. The second reason for the review was to test the impact these proposals would
have on Tier 1 and Tier 2 capital. The focus of our subcommittee was simply the overall impact on the ratio, but the
reality is that Tier 1 amounts can affect the limits for certain forms of financing.

Well, the results of these reviews, so far, are as follows. With respect to the CALM implementation, it is not significant
at all. With respect to the capital and Tier 1, however, the impact could be quite significant for some companies, and
that is causing OSFI some concern.

Well, Allan is here on the panel, and so let us hope that he will tell us how this impasse will be resolved. It may be
that we haven’t seen the end, just yet, of negative reserves and CSV deficiencies, even if they are simply subtracted from
Tier 1 and added back in Tier 2C. Our subcommittee would rather that we not have to perpetuate the generation of
these items which have, in our view, dubious usefulness, but, ultimately, the regulators will have to rule on this.

My next topic is another area in which our subcommittee has provided assistance – a review of the mortality factors.
Unfortunately, we haven’t moved too far along on this subject, and that is partly because the regulator has been busy
dealing with other, more pressing issues, and so it is difficult getting airtime on this one. But we can make a few brief
comments.

The current rules for required capital, including the infamous 50 cents per thousand add-on, were introduced with the
implementation of the Policy Premium Method (PPM) back in 1992. There is a perception that the current factors are
excessive for a few reasons:

• The first is that the original analysis, which supported the $2 per thousand, was done back in the early- to mid-1980s by Allan
Brender. We have seen a considerable amount of mortality improvement since that time, probably in excess of 20%. So, are
those original factors still appropriate? Also, the age, sex, and underwriting mix has changed. The factors give no recognition
that there may have been a shift in the female proportion of the insured population.

• Also, the rules were developed in an era where the minimum capital ratio was 100%. Given that the hurdle rate has moved
up over the years, the associated required capital has also increased. Is that appropriate?

• The next criticism was that the additional 50 cents per thousand was simply an arbitrary add-on. It is high time for a review.

• There is also indirect evidence that the mortality requirements are excessive. Witness the recent popularity of passing bulk
mortality risk to reinsurers. The CIA, two years ago, pointed out that this was at least partly indicative of the overly conservative
mortality factors.

Our subcommittee has had a few sessions with OSFI. Let me give you some thoughts to date. The mortality component,
in our view, should not simply cover the statistical blip – the probability of having a bad random bounce that threatens
the solvency of your company. This, of course, needs to be considered, but, presumably, you can bring this number
down quite significantly with more volume and increased diversification.

Our second comment was that the capital requirements should cover unusual events, at least, up to a certain point.
Whether it is the once-in-a-century epidemic or something less drastic, this is an area that we would like to explore.
The general feeling of our subcommittee is that, if you set each risk in the capital formula to cover something like the
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ninety-ninth percentile, in aggregate, you may have factors which are too onerous. You are not leaving any room to be
covered in DCAT.

The third comment was that it makes sense to look at permanent impairments in mortality. Of course, you are already
considering the mis-estimation and deterioration of your mean in establishing your MfAD, but this, presumably, would
go a little bit further.

The next item for consideration was the time period to be investigated. The view of our subcommittee is that a one-year
perspective is neither sufficient, nor consistent with other elements in the capital rules.

Two general techniques have been outlined to establish the factors. The first is the family of Monte Carlo simulation
approaches where you could conceivably look at the present value of additional death claims, or the present value of
changes to net income, which would incorporate the impact on premiums and expenses, or some type of surplus tracking
method. The second technique involves the use of a Markov process. Now, I don’t profess to be an expert in this field,
but one of the key assumptions is that the distribution of aggregate claims remains unchanged from year to year. In effect,
you are assuming that each lapse and death is replenished by a new insured.

My own view is that if we start including the impact of new business for mortality, we will be deviating from the rest
of the rules, which only look at the current in-force. But our subcommittee really hasn’t had the opportunity to discuss
this question.

As I said, we really haven’t gone too far along on this subject. Our subcommittee has offered assistance in the risk
definition and in collecting and analyzing data. I anticipate that the exercise will start with data from a number of
companies – one possibility is to work with data from the CIA intercompany mortality study – and then we will observe,
say, the amount of variation in the resulting factors developed. We also need to flesh out how to handle individual
products with adjustable features and group products.

Both OSFI and the CLHIA would like to see some progress this year, but, realistically, we would like to see closure in
2003. It will be interesting to hear Allan’s views on all of these items, and whether or not any stopgap measures are being
considered for this year.

I hope that I have raised the level of your curiosity and suspense. With that, I will pass the session over to Allan.

Mr. Allan Brender: Good afternoon. I guess I’m the guy who gets the abuse all the time, but that’s normal. I would like
to begin by giving you just a bit of a reference as to how much we can do in one year and to give you a reference as
to where this kind of stuff fits within OSFI.

I am part of the Actuarial Division. In fact, there is a Capital Division, and MCCSR is really part of their domain, not
mine. But the reality is that the Capital Division is incredibly wrapped up in this new Basel II Accord and in capital
requirements for banks, which is a very, very active field and Canada is one of the leaders in it; and, secondly, this
division doesn’t have any actuarial competence. As a matter of fact, we have several actuarial openings in OSFI. One of
them is for an actuary to work in the Capital Division on insurance capital matters, if anybody is interested. Because
of my past involvement and Helmut’s involvement, we have been doing a lot of it.

What I am going to talk about today is what we expect to be introducing this year. But I have to tell you that, even
though it has been cleared with the “higher-ups” and we have been negotiating with capital people and the executive
all the way up to the Superintendent, it is not a finished story at the moment. Some of this is still work-in-progress.

We expect to have our minds made up for this year in the next couple of weeks, which brings me to this whole question
of timetable. One of the things that has changed in recent years is that there are insurance companies that are now run
or owned by banks. Banks are in financial year-ends that finish at the end of October, meaning that we have to have
all our requirements ready to go and be in effect for fiscal years that end at the end of October. We have to give people
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a reasonable amount of notice in terms of what they are going to be facing. If you start backing things up, this means
that we have to have things like MCCSR, the Memoranda for the Appointed Actuary, and so on, out by the beginning
of September to give people a month or two to prepare. This means that we have to have it on our website by that time.
Before you can have it on the website, you need all kinds of approvals and you have to have translation because we
can’t have anything that isn’t in two languages. Before we can do all of that, we want comments on our suggestions,
and so we have a comment period. Therefore, we are supposed to have a comment period beginning in very early July
to give everybody about 30 days to comment. Then, we will sit down and rewrite things as fast as possible, translate
and publish, and post everything to the website, and so on. This explains why certain things will be done this year and
certain things will be done next year. Okay? Those are the realities.

The other thing I will tell you is that, as I said, Capital Division works with banks as well as with insurance companies.
This means that we are an integrated regulator in a lot of things including capital. So, we want to have some consistency
with our approach. You may recall in the late 1990s – 1997 to 2000 – the MCCSR was actually frozen. There was an
extended consultation period where we were saying, “What should we be working on?” At the end of it, we came out
with these topics as the things in which people were most interested. Probably “mortality” was one that was a “nice-to-
do,” if you could do all the others. In fact, we are doing something with every one of them this year, which I am really
pleased about. So, let us begin.

I want also to begin by expressing my thanks to Doug’s committee, which is the CIA Committee on Risk Management
and Capital Requirements. Ben and Brian head up subcommittees of it. This is the successor to what used to be the
Committee on Solvency Standards of which I was one of the original members. At the time, we were interested in
developing dynamic solvency testing (DST). We decided to be strictly hands-off with respect to MCCSR and capital
requirements, and we indicated that it is the regulators’, not the CIA’s, thing. Life has changed quite a bit. As a matter
of fact, the title of the committee clearly talks about capital requirements.

One of the other things that has changed is the relationship between OSFI, the regulators, and the CIA. If you look at
what is happening in the United States, you will notice that anytime the NAIC needs technical help, they go to the
American Academy. When it now comes to developing capital rules – the International Association of Insurance
Supervisors is talking about new capital requirements on a world wide basis – the international regulators have gone to
the International Actuarial Association (IAA) and it has a committee. Stuart Wason is the chair, and Harry Panjer and
I are two of the other Canadian members on it. So, the idea is that regulators ask their local actuarial association. We
have been doing that now with the CIA and I am very pleased to see it happening. I am very grateful for the assistance
that we are getting and the relationship, which, I hope, will continue to grow. Thank you very much. The conversations
and developments have been really beneficial to everybody concerned.

So, what I want to do is go through all the topics and I am going to be fairly consistent with some of what you have
seen.

First are the mortality factors. As Ben had said, current factors were developed and suggested by me in 1983-84 when
I was on sabbatical from Waterloo University and went to what was then the Department of Insurance. This was all based
upon experience in the early 1980s. I remember, at the time, I had experience and sample policies from about five
Canadian companies of different sizes, and a very different mortality table, and so on. Basically, in the first report I ever
did, I recommended $2 per thousand for long-term life insurance and half of that for par. At the time, the whole idea
of capital requirements was experimental and there was a little bit of concern within what was then the Department of
Insurance (which became OSFI) about those rates. The industry has known that it was an arbitrary addition because they
saw my original report years ago. It has been a bone of contention for 10 to 20 years now. There was an addition of
another 50 cents a thousand.

It is clear that mortality has improved. The US risk-based capital formula, which began somewhere near where we had
begun, has adjusted mortality factors significantly downward and there is every reason to believe, particularly if you talk
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to reinsurers, that Canadian experience is along the same line. It has experienced somewhat the same improvements. So,
when it comes to doing this revision, which we recognize is due, you have the punch line. We do think that we would
have to recalculate these factors and do it from scratch. It involves collecting a humongous amount of data, figuring out
what the correct theoretical approach is (I think I have a good idea about that), and it is a lot of work. Given everything
else, and given the kind of time considerations that I have described, we think it is work that we can seriously begin
to do in the second half of this calendar year, but it is just not going to make it in terms of MCCSR revisions for 2002.
I would suggest that 2003 is a definite target that should be easily reached. One thing clear is that this 50 cents per
thousand is clearly redundant, and it is almost a “no-brainer” that we can safely do without it, and so, in fact, that is
what we are doing. End of story. That is why I picked mortality first. Even the throw-away is pleasing.

We now come to the really interesting stuff. I don’t mean to imply that mortality is not, but the interesting current
developments are with index-linked products, as Brian said. Originally, the topic was “Risk Pass-Through.” It was
divided between par and everything else, and the “everything else” is index-linked. So, we will talk about index-linked,
primarily universal life, and then we will talk about par.

The amount of variable annuities contained in general funds in insurance companies in Canada is fairly minimal. There
is a lot of variable annuity business in the US and Canadian companies are into it, but those are separate funds or
segregated (seg) funds and are pretty much handled under the seg fund guidelines that we have talked about before
– last year. What is interesting is that the industry was asking for some relief from C-1 requirements. The idea being,
if we pass on the experience to the policyholder, why do we have to have some significant provision for risk? Moreover,
the C-1 requirements are extremely high at 15%. I shouldn’t be saying “extremely,” but they are high at 15%. The reason
I say that is because there are people in the US and the UK – but particularly the US – who would say that 15% isn’t
high enough.

Anyway, we have a 15% requirement. This means that, for an index-linked product – say, one that was following the
Toronto Stock Exchange (TSE), or some particular mutual fund – if you are going to invest in the earnings directly and
be perfectly matched, 15% is a fairly punitive capital requirement when you are passing on 100% of the risk. Because
of this, companies have tended to find some cheaper way. They have been buying bonds and a combination of options.
If you buy government bonds, you have no capital requirements. The options have a formula requirement of 1.6% no
matter what they are. You can get away with 1.6% and you are intentionally mismatched. Moreover, the whole question
of risk pass-through becomes a kind of void because, what is there to default? And what is it that you would pass through
if you were inducting this synthetic thing? So, we started to work with Brian’s subcommittee and we do appreciate the
help. We have come up with an approach that is, in fact, quite similar to what the subcommittee is suggesting.

What caused us a lot of concern is the definition of “segregated fund” in the Insurance Companies Act. “Segregated fund”
is defined to be a fund of separate assets where the return on those assets is passed directly to the policyholder. Basically,
what it says is, if you have a product where the returns to the policyholders are based upon a specific block of assets,
then those assets have to be segregated. That looks a lot like what these indexed-linked funds were. And, from the
regulator’s point of view, how can you make changes to MCCSR, a regulatory requirement, if the basic product, legally,
doesn’t belong where people think it should belong – in the general funds? The question really was, is the product legal
in the general fund? In some sense, we couldn’t modify the MCCSR to account for this product before we settled on
the legality of it. A lot of people in the industry wanted it swept under the rug. We said that we had to get a legal opinion.
I think even the CLHIA were saying, “Don’t get an opinion” because they were afraid of the answer. Fortunately, the
answer is fine as long as the products are worded to say, “We are going to credit you with interest or a return which
is equivalent to the return provided by a certain fund,” and it does not say, “We are investing in the segregated fund.”
The legal opinion on this – by one of the most reputable expert insurance lawyers in the country – is that they are
permissible under general funds. We are happy about that and we went to this proposal.

Brian talked about the original proposal. The request was an exemption from asset default requirements, and the
committee’s original work was in terms of reduced C-1 requirements. After a while, we began to realize that it is not
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about C-1 or about asset default; it is about matching. It is a question of whether you can pass your experience through
or not. So, it wasn’t a question of fiddling with asset default requirements for the assets backing these products. We needed
to replace that requirement with a matching-related requirement such that, if you are not matched, you are not getting
any particularly great relief out of this thing. But, if you are very well matched, and you really do pass on your
experience, which is a function of matching, then you get a lot of relief.

It is also clear that, if you are going to exempt assets from the C-1 requirement, you had better be very clear about which
assets you are talking about and define them such that there is no room for fooling around with them. That is a real
concern. The only way you can do this is if, in fact, for each index, you have a separate subsegment, which is clearly
related to that index and contains all the assets related to that index, and nothing but those assets. That way, C-1 won’t
apply to those but will apply to everything else that you have. As far as the existence of the segments and the tracking
of the segments, somebody is going to have to certify that this stuff is going on and is being done correctly – enter the
actuary.

So, the requirement, first of all, is to maintain a separate segment for each sub-index. If you do nothing else, there is
a 15% capital requirement on the assets in that segment. But of course, you have to do something else. So, what is the
something else?

Unidentified Speaker: Does the 15% also apply to a bond index?

Mr. Brender: If you are not matched in any reasonable way, if you are doing the old synthetic stuff, it is 15%. What
is happening is that this is turning on its head. The kind of thing that people have been doing to get a low capital
requirement now but still be totally unmatched is going to become the expensive thing and the matching is going to
become the cheap thing. The goal is to get much better practice and we really are having that effect. This raises interesting
questions about “phase-ins.”

If, on the other hand, you are totally matched and your assets are really invested directly in whatever index is being
tracked; and if, operationally, you have that stuff invested very quickly so that there is no chance for the market to move
significantly (we have suggested doing it within a week, but many companies are doing it within a day or two), we are
almost going to say that there is no requirement. But I should explain. For MCCSR, it is 100%, but, in fact, we talk
about 120%. The 20% is for all the risks that aren’t in the formula. Today, we would call them “operational risk.” Since
20% of zero is zero, that is not terribly comfortable, and so there is a tenth of a percent in there, or a dollar per thousand,
which is the operational risk piece. It is going to be a $1.20 per thousand, but it is not a very big deal.

If there is not an exact match, then the degree of reduction from 15% is determined by, as Brian indicated, the correlation
between the return on the market value basis on the assets and the rate that is credited to these saving accounts. You
take the credited rate (CR) and the earned rate on assets (EA). You have to calculate a correlation based on weekly data
and you need a year’s worth of data before you can do this. Basically, you are looking at the total correlation with some
adjustment, comparing the minimum of the standard deviations to the maximum. So, the closer that the EA and the CR
are to each other, the closer the B/C is to one.

Another point is this. You are calculating a correlation that is not part of a formula approach. Up until a few years ago
when we added the lapse component, MCCSR was a clerical exercise. The actuary and the auditor weren’t asked to sign
an opinion. You just signed the front cover, testifying that people multiplied and added correctly.

If the correlations take values that are bigger than zero but less than one, then these requirements pretty much follow
what Brian’s subcommittee outlined, except that we are much lower when you are perfectly matched and we are allowing
you this one-tenth of 1%.
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If you use a synthetic strategy, then you are at the 15% and we want you to hold the C-1 requirement on the option,
assuming you are buying government bonds. If you buy commercial bonds, then you hold the requirement on that, as
well.

If the products have a minimum death benefit in addition, we have a methodology to handle minimum death benefits
on variable products that came out of the seg fund work. You have to put away something for the minimum death benefit
as well; it is in the MCCSR.

The one thing that should be realized is that the current C-3 requirement is designed to cover only changes in interest
rates. This ALM, particularly when you are talking about relationship to equities, was something that was never
considered, and so any C-3 requirement which applies is reasonable in addition to this.

Now, this one-year history business starts to come up. If you start a new fund, and from the beginning you match
perfectly, you can use the new requirement – the one-tenth of 1%. There is no need for history if you are matched. But
if you are not 100% matched, then you have to develop the history and you can only develop the history after having
a year’s worth of experience. So, you are up to 15%. Of course, there is a message in there about investment practice.
Similarly, if you change your investment strategy, we will assume that you know what you are doing and that you
wouldn’t choose to make it noticeably worse and so you can continue with your old correlation factor until you have
enough data to recalculate (i.e., after a year). But if your change is to go from something that was not matched to
something that is perfectly matched, we will give you credit for that right away, or at least as soon as it is done. But,
again, we are relying on somebody to tell us that these things have been done correctly and that the correlation factors
are being calculated and applied reasonably. So, we get to this question about reliance and I will touch on that at the
end. That is pretty much it for index-linked products. It does follow, in many ways, what the committee was saying.

Now, I want to talk briefly about par. As was mentioned, the CLHIA first made a request that we reduce the risk pass-
through requirement. Because we have dividends, we can pass through experience, and so on. The CLHIA actually made
a proposal in terms of numbers, which were incredibly low factors. We will see where we go with that.

While talking about this, we wanted to be reassured that risk was, in fact, being passed through and we wanted to have
some better understanding of real industry practices in terms of dividends. As it turned out, the CLHIA hired a
consultant, Leslie Thomson, and did a survey of the industry with respect to dividend practices on par insurance. We
found out how fast companies do react, and so on, and that has certainly guided us.

Now, where are we going? Let me tell you where we are. With respect to current MCCSR requirements, my original
proposal was $2 per thousand for non-par mortality and $1 per thousand, or half of that for par. Then, they added the
extra 50 cents for non-par. But if you forget about the extra 50 cents, the original requirement was 50% of non-par. Okay?

The current lapse requirement structure was patterned the same way with a 50% reduction for par. The C-2 interest rate
margin also has a 50% reduction for par as opposed to the non-par rates. For C-3, the requirement, really, is based upon
the length of the premium guarantee, and the C-3 requirement for par is the same as the requirement for non-par with
less than a five-year guarantee in premium, or something like that. This amounts to a reduction of as much as
66 2/3% but still somewhere around 50%. You might, from all of that, guess where we would go – 50%. Surprise,
surprise! It is 50%, but it has to be with respect to assets – it is a C-1 requirement – backing liabilities where we have
some sense that the asset experience, the default experience, is really going to be passed through an active dividend policy.

We will spell out all the details. Policies, which have guaranteed dividends that are relatively fixed benefits, don’t count.
Policies that are labelled par but don’t have dividends don’t count. Okay? Companies that tend to say, “We absorb some
of these risks through surplus, and don’t often change dividend scales,” don’t count, effectively. So, we are going to need
some kind of judgment and some kind of history of how the dividend scales operate and how often they change. This
is only going to apply when there is active demonstration that you can actively pass stuff through, and do so in practice.
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One thing I know is that demutualized companies are clearly going to do this on their closed blocks because there is
no surplus in the closed block. It is all shareholder surplus and they don’t want to go there. So, we definitely need some
kind of demonstration. Again, who is going to do the demonstration? How are we going to know? We are clearly going
to start asking questions about this matter and of the previous matter when we come for examinations. We are going
to want some kind of assurance apart from examinations – a sort of annual assurance. Guess who is going to give us
that assurance?

As I said, things for which you receive no reductions are there. In a very few companies, there are par policies that pay
dividends in advance, where the dividend scale is defined once every five years, or so, and the dividend is deducted
from the premium. That is not really a pass-through and so they won’t count as well.

How are we going to do the actual calculation? It is not clear that you are going to have a segment that will have exactly
the assets for which we are willing to give you credit. If you have a par fund, you are probably going to have one par
segment with some products which count and some which don’t and you may have a little bit of surplus in there, as
well. We don’t intend to give credit for all of them. So, calculate the C-1 requirement for this par segment then try to
figure out the proportion of all those assets that are backing the admissible type of par products. (This will become an
issue, but there may be some guidance about it.) And then, basically, you take that proportion and the requirements for
it, cut it in half, and add it to the remaining requirement. You receive a 50% allowance, then, for the default requirements
on the stuff backing the right kind of liabilities. Something of that kind is what we imagined. That is about it for par.

We now come to the last major topic – negative reserves. Clearly, because of CALM, the CIA realized that, technically,
negative reserves are not going to be there anymore and that we have to do something. Incidentally, the introduction
of CALM does not raise the same problem with respect to cash value deficiencies because, for MCCSR purposes, cash
value deficiencies are on a portfolio basis, not on an individual policy basis. All the previous things I talked about are
clearly things that we know about and are very aware will lower the MCCSR. So, there is no problem. With this one,
though, we are trying to adjust for the changes in actuarial methodology. We are not particularly trying to lower
requirements. As a matter of fact, we are trying to find a methodology which will be neutral overall, and this does not
mean for absolutely every company.

The first thing is to take the committee’s option A. The current lapse requirement only recognizes or takes into account
lapses in policy years six, and on. The whole problem with negative reserves from a solvency point of view is, what
happens if the policyholder leaves and you have counted an asset that you are not going to realize? So, it is really a
problem about lapses. What we are saying is, first of all, modify the lapse requirements. This is going to increase the
requirement, particularly for those companies that are doing term and lapse-supported stuff – very lapse-sensitive stuff.
It can have a marked effect.

On the other hand, we are saying that we will allow you to remove some of the restrictions on negative reserves in terms
of what is allowable for capital. Now, the first question is, what is all this stuff about negative reserves and pieces of
negative reserves in capital? If you strictly do CALM, you never see negative reserves. You know that the liability is
somewhat lower than it would be if you had a zero floor on a policy-by-policy basis. If you are someone in our Capital
Division who thinks and lives and breathes capital, and particularly one who thinks about banks as well as insurance
companies, you are saying that this, in fact, increases capital. The question is, is this capital on which I can rely? All
this stuff about Tier 1, Tier 2A, 2B, 2C, and so on, was never in the original MCCSR proposals. They came out of the
Basel Accord, something that derives from banking, and is for people who look at various kinds of capital instruments,
and decide which ones are permanent and which ones are not so permanent.

For example, some preferred shares are permanent. They count with common shares and with contributing capital. But
things like redeemable preferred shares, which might have limited life times, are allowable for banks and insurance
companies but are not quite as good. You don’t want to have too much of that. This is their approach. When capital
people look at negative reserves and realize that they are subject to policyholder lapse, they think that this isn’t as good
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as redeemable, preferred shares. I don’t think the Basel Accord has a Tier 2C; it has a 2A and a 2B. The 2C, I think,
is something that is certainly less than what the banks have and there is no way to convince the capital people. I believe
that they are on the right track. This stuff is certainly not as good as Tier 1 capital, or money that you would raise with
common shares or through generous donations by the owners of your company. So, we have to do something, and we
are still going to have some kind of notion of negative reserves as a Tier 2 object. This means that we have to be able
to calculate negative reserves, not necessarily on a policy-by-policy basis.

There is a session going on right now, sponsored by the Committee on Life Insurance Financial Reporting, on the
implementation of CALM. Among the things they are talking about are various kinds of approximations that can be done
within CALM to meet certain requirements. I point out that MCCSR, in general, requires a number of approximations.
The mortality requirement, for example, distinguishes between the lengths of the premium guarantees. Is the premium
guaranteed for one year, one to three, three to five, or more than five? There are categories like that which don’t coincide
with how you are going to divide stuff when you do a CALM valuation and you have to apply factors to the liabilities.
Even now, if we didn’t change this, we still need some way of doing certain approximations within MCCSR.

CLIFR is expecting to write a paper and they are going to be doing this kind of thing. The current restrictions are:

• You can only use 75% of your negative reserves.

• Your negative reserves have to be in Tier 2C.

• Tier 2C can only be 33% of your Tier 1.

I think we are going to remove the 33% factor. We are going to let you use 100% of your negative reserves, subject to
the overriding restriction – which is in banks, as well – that all of Tier 2 cannot be more than Tier 1. At most, 50%
of your capital can be Tier 2.

Are we going to have any limitation on how much negative reserves can be used? Will Tier 2C have a maximum equal
to Tier 1, or is it going to be restricted to something less? Based upon the survey, we have seen that there are some
restrictions that we could place, which might make our capital people comfortable but would have almost no effect on
any company except maybe one or two. We may go there. The exact type of restriction is something on which we are
still working. We will have it nailed down within a week or two. We are going to have to talk about approximations.

The test of adequacy of assets and margin requirements (TAAM) is the requirement for foreign companies that corresponds
to the MCCSR. The main issue is that foreign branches are required to deposit certain assets – vested assets – that do
not include a lot of very liquid things, like cash, in calculating available capital. The branches haven’t liked that. We
are willing to make an accommodation, but it will only come in next year. So, I am not going to go into details with
this.

We are continuing to fine-tune. We want to have a document that is ready for discussion/comment in about two weeks
and so this is a critical time. As I speak, Helmut Engels is back in the office preparing all kinds of numbers for the
executives in terms of some of these limitations and where we should go. We have not worked out any transition regime
yet, but something will be worked out. I am sure that people will want the things that absolutely call for reductions to
be done right away. As for the stuff about index-linked products that turns something on its head, it is not clear how
we should handle it because you need time to adjust the policies, and so on. We will be talking to the committee about
everything that is important and different, as well as the role of the appointed actuary. There is a lot that is somewhat
subjective, or depends upon work done in the company that is not MCCSR, and which is no longer just a formula
but requires a lot of choices and adjustments. We need assurance that these things are being done properly. It seems
that the appointed actuary is the person to do it, but the auditor has a significant role to play, as well. We expect that
these things are required to be audited and I expect that the auditor’s actuaries will also have to be involved.

So, as I said, we expect to have a 30-day comment period. We want to have a complete piece on our website by Sept.
30, preferably earlier than that, and we do intend to have these changes for 2002. When we ask for comments, I want
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to point out that if you cherry-pick your comments and say that you don’t like this, but we happen to know that your
company will benefit from something else, that is not fair game. We are talking about a package and we want to hear
if the package is not good. Everybody can cherry-pick and find some things they like and some things they don’t like.
The question is, are we making life more difficult or are we making life too easy? Too easy is not good for either us
or the industry.

Finally, people have asked about, and Ben certainly mentioned, other changes. Some of these are just changes to factors,
and things we can continue to study. Some of them, such as this correlation thing, are really structural changes that will
involve changing some of the structure in the MCCSR. I don’t think that is on right now because it is a tremendous
amount of work. It doesn’t mean that we will never do it but we know that there are international efforts, and we are
active in trying to develop some kind of uniform solvency requirements. There are lots of good ideas being developed
there by Harry Panjer and his colleagues. There is no sense in setting out to work for a year or two now when, three
years from now, we may have a totally different proposal which may call for a significant redesign of the MCCSR. Our
goal is to have Canada go along with international requirements but also to be very active in forming them. So, that is
where we are. As usual, I have run out of time.

Mr. Brooks: As Allan indicated, we are, unfortunately, out of time for general questions. What I suggest is that, perhaps,
Brian, Ben, and Allan could stay a while and make themselves available if anybody has a specific question. I also want
to say that there were handouts available. If you didn’t get a copy and would like one, please e-mail either Brian or
me and we will make sure that you get a copy of the handout. Finally, I want to thank Brian, Ben and Allan for the
work they have done and their comments this afternoon. Thank you.


